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  Twin Star LT2000

   Brand: Okuma Australia
Product Code: TSLT#2000
Availability: In Stock
Weight: 0.00kg
Dimensions: 0.00cm x 0.00cm x 0.00cm

Short Description
The LT2000 EX is Okuma’s highly flexible and profitable twin spindle turning center in
the 6-inch chuck class. With the ability to combine the upper and lower turrets with either
spindle, this machine enables process flexibility, very high feature utilization and the
ability to complete the greatest amount of primary and secondary machining possible in
one compact platform.

Description
The LT2000 EX is Okuma’s highly flexible and profitable twin spindle turning center in
the 6-inch chuck class. With the ability to combine the upper and lower turrets with either
spindle, this machine enables process flexibility, very high feature utilization and the
ability to complete the greatest amount of primary and secondary machining possible in
one compact platform. The machine can be specified in a large number of different
configurations to maximize the benefits for specific circumstances. It is available in either



two or three turret versions, with or without Y axis, to provide best process balance and
production throughput and integrated operations. This multi-function horizontal twin-
spindle machine integrates lathe and mill/drill functions on all turrets. Thirty-two tool
stations are available for either mill or lathe function for the twin-turret machine and forty-
eight for the 3-turret machine.

Specification

MODEL UNIT TWIN STAR LT2000
Max Work Length mm 960
Max Turning Dia ? mm 210
Spindle Speed min-1 6000
Turret  U/L: M-V16-NC (Optional

3rd Turret: M-V16-NC)
Motor (VAC) kW 11/7.5
Floor Space mm 3216x2452
Spec  MY

T Turning only
M Multitasking specs (M-tool)
W Sub-spindle specs (W-axis)
MY Multitasking + Y-axis specs
MYW Multitasking + Y-axis + Sub-spindle specs (W-axis)
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